Hi Carol,
Here is a first pass of my questions.
*Dreams:
I have repeating dreams about driving too fast on a crooked road and my brakes do not work. In my
most recent dream, I am in my truck, rapidly going in reverse and the brakes do not work.
Whenever I may travel on the wrong path, I want clear understanding of "why" and what to do to
navigate back to a better path.
*Past lives:
Tore is one of my 3 step sons and he is also my dentist. I feel a good connection with Tore. Have we
had previous lifetimes together?
Colt is my older grandson. Have we had previous lifetimes together?
Ty is my younger grandson. Have we had previous lifetimes together?
*My dogs:
I wonder if one or more of my dogs who have passed, (Fuzzy 2006, Bubba 2007, or Bruno 2017) are
considering returning to be with me again.
That may not be a good idea because I am 75 and it is likely that I would not be able to take care of
them in their senior years. It would feel bad to leave a dog behind not knowing if he would get
adequate attention, love and care.
*Meditation experience:
When I meditate there are occasions when I go very deep. When I go deep, sometimes my shoulders or
head is significantly shaken perhaps preventing me from going deeper. Is something doing that to me?
If yes, who and why?
*Light tunnel:
I have heard variations about what happens when we leave this reality. Do you have any feelings about
taking the light tunnel? Can you suggest better options?
*My goal:
My goal is to support freedom, well being, joy, love and truth for all who want it. Can you suggest any
action, specific to me, that can help?
*Strange energy and implants:

You once said that you sensed some strange energy around me. If the energy is still with me, is the
energy positive, manipulative or both?
Do you sense any physical or etheric implants in me or around me? If any are being used for
manipulative purpose what can I do to remove or disable any that have negative purpose?
*Am I on track?
I would love to hear if my Soul, High Self, has anything to say about whether or not I am on track. Has
the plan had any significant change? If you are able to get this information from Soul, please let me
know what you sense.
I really would prefer to get my answers directly from my High Self instead of asking for readings, but
either the timing is not right or I am simply not evolved enough yet. Do you have feedback about this?
*Support team:
Can you tell me anything about my guides and perhaps other energies, positive or negative, who are
trying to influence me? I sometimes see momentary points of white light and wonder what or who that
may be. My understanding is that guides are on their own learning path and may not have all the
information resources available as does High Self. And working with guides helps them on their path
of learning. I am always concerned about paying attention to parasitic manipulative imposters and
control freaks.
*Predictions
Do you have any predictions for significant events in my life that may be arriving short or long term?
If interaction with ETs are in my future I prefer telepathic, non-tangible contact before any physical
contact. I need to establish trust first and trust probably will take some time.
There has been some relief from headaches although not yet complete. Do you have any thoughts
about the cause of the headaches? An MRI showed two anomalies of unknown nature.
Do you have any suggestions for me to maintain my health?
If there are significantly important things for my to do in the remainder of this lifetime, what might
they be? What kind of support do I have to accomplish those things? I do not want to be in the
spotlight. I just want to feel good.
If you need more time than a 30 minute reading, please let me know and I will immediately send you
the balance.
Love and Hugs,
Ron
http://ronmauer.net/

